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Tech Talk
Technology has weaved its way into almost every facet of
our daily lives, from the way we interact with friends and
family (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat), to consume
media (e.g. Netflix, YouTube, podcasts), or work (software galore), or even monitor our personal health (e.g.
Fitbit, Apple Watch). And, of course, there are the beloved/hated Presidential tweets
(that’s all I will say on that). Even
my barber now uses a customer
relationship management (CRM)
software program to automatically confirm appointments via
text message.

“

Technology companies are disproportionately driving
stock market returns and capturing the majority of national headlines. For example, a new hot investing media
acronym FAANG refers to Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix and Google (aka Alphabet – Google’s new corporate
parent name). And deservedly so. The five largest global companies by market value are now Apple, Amazon,
Google, Microsoft and Facebook. These five now account
for nearly 15% of the S&P 500 (U.S. large cap stock) inex!

The technology sector’s
outperformance has been
driven by real results, in the
form of corporate profits
and money in the bank.

We see headlines every day
about new technologies that
may take over other aspects of
our lives, including self-driving
cars, robotic manufacturing and
virtual reality, to name a few.
Soon, we’ll be able to travel around the world or enjoy a
birds-eye view above the field at the OU vs. OSU football
game just by putting on a virtual reality headset.

”

MARKET RECAP
U.S. equities posted their first quarterly loss since the third
quarter of 2015. International markets were down as well.
First Quarter 2017		 Past 12 Months

Dow Jones
S&P 500
EAFE (Int’l)

-2.0%		19.4%
-0.8%		
14.0%
-1.7%		
14.6%

Investment performance of the
technology sector has been remarkable, compounding at a
23% annualized rate for the nine
years from the U.S. market index
bottom on March 9, 2009, compared to a 19% compound annual return for the S&P 500 index.
This adds up to a total return of
approximately 548% over these
nine years for the technology
sector vs. 372% for the S&P 500
– a huge differential.

But haven’t investors seen
this (scary) movie before, in
the tech boom heyday of the
late 1990s/early 2000s?
One recent dramatic news
headline declared: “Tech
Stocks Are Flashing a Warning Sign Similar To Before
The Dotcom Bubble Popped.”
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Have Technology Stocks Run Too Far, Too Fast?

grow revenue 10% in 2018 vs. 6% growth for the S&P 500
as a whole. Furthermore, technology is the only one of the
11 corporate sectors with net cash (total cash minus total
debt) on their collective balance sheets, as opposed to net
debt for all other sectors. While using a simple P/E valuation ratio may cause the sector to look more expensive
than the market as a whole, adjusting valuation metrics
for their virtuous savings habit shows the technology sector’s free cash-flow yield of 4% is in-line with the overall
market, but with a better growth outlook. All in, this looks
pretty appealing.

As the chart below shows, the technology sector has
grown to be 25% weight of the S&P 500 total market capitalization as of March 2018, the highest in over 15 years
since the bursting of the “Tech Bubble”. However, the sector also accounts for 24% of the index’ earnings, nearly
matching its valuation weight. This compares to the huge
disparity at the March 2000 peak of the Dot.com Bubble
when the technology sector weight was 33% of the index,
but only 13% of the S&P 500’s earnings. In other words,
the technology sector in aggregate looks fairly valued, at
least relative to the rest of the stock market.

However, technology does not march steadily forward
in a nice, straight line, exemplified by Facebook’s recent
troubles over the misuse of users’ personal data and the
subsequent Federal Trade Commission investigation.
Similarly, the sad news of a woman’s death in Arizona after being struck by a self-driving Uber car shows that we
as a society have both ethical dilemmas and technology
kinks to address along the way before reaching a technology-infused utopia. While it is difficult to handicap future
regulatory actions (and their consequences) to specific

In fact, since 2010, the technology sector has traded at
approximately the same valuation multiple as the S&P
500, while earnings have grown significantly faster. Thus
the technology sector’s outperformance has been driven
by real results, in the form of corporate profits and money in the bank.
Looking forward, the technology sector is expected to
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In 2000, the wide gap between the tech sector’s share of market cap and its share of market earnings
depicts the tech bubble.
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companies such as Facebook or Google due to their allegedly “nefarious” dominance of the online advertising
market, a much more important question begs to be addressed: What exactly is the technology sector?

Later this year, the stodgy telecommunications sector,
which today consists mostly of AT&T and Verizon and
comprises a measly 2% of the S&P 500 market capitalization, will morph into a new “communication services”
sector. Along with AT&T and Verizon, this sector will include Alphabet (aka Google), Facebook, Disney, Netflix,
Comcast and Electronic Arts, among others. This sector
will be approximately 10% weight of the S&P 500, with
Alphabet and Facebook alone accounting for nearly half
of this. Technology is morphing before our eyes. Considering where most of these companies derive their revenue, this new sector will essentially be a “consumer entertainment” sector, dominated by companies that excel
at technology.

Tech at Work and Play

While the five aforementioned largest companies all
have technology prowess as a common trait, the value
each creates, and thus their respective revenue, profits
and stock valuations, are all derived differently for each
company. For example, people use Apple iPhones and
other devices mostly for communication in the forms
of talk, text and emails, but also for entertainment from
apps, news, music, videos, photos, social networking,
etc. Many people also use the devices for productivity as
well, such as shopping or booking travel. For the most
part, Apple monetizes the value of its devices through
hardware sales of the devices themselves. See the table
below for a summary of each of the five companies’ primary customer value proposition and end market from
which sales are derived.

Before this sector’s change was ever contemplated, we
at TCO look for the qualitative traits of good technology
companies – a drive to create the future, a superior product or service that enables market share gains, healthy
margins and return on investment. In general, we look for
a business philosophy of continuous improvement and
long-term value creation via investment. We try to avoid
companies resting on
PRIMARY CUSTOMER
their laurels and/or purVALUE PROPOSITION
suing short-term gains.
Communication and

If these five generationdefining
technology COMPANY
END MARKET
companies all derive
Apple
Consumer Electronics
Entertainment
their value from mostly
Convenience and
We do this in balance
different sources, then Amazon
Retail and Grocery
Selection
with our valuation dismaybe the technology Amazon Web Business IT (hardware Flexibility, Scalability and
cipline to avoid chasing
sector needs a new defi- Services
and software)
Productivity
fads or recent outperforAdvertising
Instant Information
nition. As time marches Google
mance of “hot” technolAdvertising
Entertainment
on, our economy adapts Youtube
ogy stocks. These stocks
and technology be- Waymo (Self- Automobiles
Transportation
driving Cars)
might reverse perforcomes more important
Microsoft
Software
Productivity
mance if the business
to both our personal Facebook
Advertising
Social Networking
fundamentals don’t pan
and professional lives, Oculus (Virtual
Consumer Electronics
Experiences
out as hoped.
technology as a sector is Reality)
becoming a less relevant
Going forward, given the outperformance (both fundaframework for investors. Consider two other companies,
mental and market) of the technology sector, we believe
both Dow 30 Index components, and how important
it’s more important than ever for investors to consider
technology has become to the business model of each. J.P
a company’s technology philosophy of long-term investMorgan, a bank, recently revealed that its 2018 technolment, growth via new products and services, and forogy budget is more than $10 billion. A bank. That’s a lot
ward-thinking corporate culture rather than just the asof money!
signed sector. This, along with the discipline of traditional
Another company, Boeing, the maker of large commercial
metrics – such as revenue growth, gross margin and fiairplanes such as the 737, is experimenting with fullynancial leverage – should lead to successful investments
autonomous commercial flights from takeoff to landing,
in the future, regardless of the waxing and waning of innot just autopilot while easily cruising above the clouds.
vestment performance of particular sectors over time.
Maybe these two traditionally non-technology companies, at their core, are much more technology-focused
than one would think at first glance.
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